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_ By means of the method described in the U. S. 
Patent No. 1,539,147 for charging cellulose di 
gesters by means of steam which is forced into 
them considerable advantages have been ob 
tained. Yet it has proved that under certain 
circumstances, for example, when the charge 
material is very dry, at quick ?lling, in using a 
high steam pressure etc., air accompanies the 
charge material down into the digester and dur 

0 ing the ?lling operation effects such a high over 
pressure in the same that drawbacks arise. 
The present invention relates to a method and 

an apparatus, by which the said drawbacks .are 
overcome, and consists substantially in intro 

15 ducing into the downwardly ?owing ?brous ma 
terial before subjecting the same to the action 
of the current or currents of steam increasing 
the speed of the ?brous material, either the en 
tire quantity or part of the excess steam assem 

20 bling in the digester during the charging opera 
tion. 
The excess steam from the digester may be 

introduced into the charge material in such 
direction that it has no entraining action upon 

25 the downwardly ?owing material. 
It has proved to be advantageous to introduce 

the excess steam into the downwardly ?owing 
charge material in such a quantity that the 
steam completely or in part prevents the air 

an accompanying the charge material from getting 
into the digester. 
The charge material may preferably be intro 

duced into the digester through a pipe disposed 
in the upper portion of the digester, the excess 

35 steam being supplied to the charge material, 
while the latter passes this inlet pipe. The sup 
plied excess steam is condensated in part in 
the charge material and an advantageous pre 
liminary steaming is obtained thereby. 

40 The accompanying drawing illustrates em 
bodiments of an apparatus for carrying out the 
method according to the invention. 

Figures 1, 3 and 5 are vertical sections of the 
apparatus and 

45 Figures 2, 4 and 6 are horizontal views of the 
apparatus shown in Figures 1 and 3, 5 respec 
tively. 

Figure '7 shows an apparatus connected to a 
digester. - 

50 The same reference numerals refer to members 
having the same function in the various embodi 
ments. 
In the embodiment shown in Figures 1 and 2 

numeral I indicates the main conduit, from 
55 which the steam is_ taken to the apparatus. 

(01. 92-7) 

Through the conduit 2 the steam is conducted 
to an annular collecting chamber 3, from which 
nozzles 4 open slantingly downwards into a cyl 
inder 5 disposed below the collecting chamber. 
The charge material is supplied to the digester 
through the cylinder 6 and passes through a 
further cylinder 1 and through the cylinder 5 
down into the digester. The cylinder 6 is slid 
ably disposed in vertical direction by means of 
the spindles 8, so that an opening 9 may be ob 
tained between the cylinders 6 and 'I. The disk 
I0 is secured in and tightens against the upper 
plane of the neck of the digester and supports 
the apparatus. 
When the charge material ?ows down into the 

digester, it is spread and packed in the same by 
means of steam leaving through the nozzles 4. 
When the pressure in the digester has become 
su?iciently high excess steam will ?ow through 
the opening located between the cylinders 6 and 20 
1 and be mixed with the charge material. The 
pressure in the digester is controlled by making 
the opening 9 larger or smaller. The steam is 
preferably supplied to the charge material 
through the opening 9 in such a quantity that air 25 
accompanying the charge material is prevented 
from getting into the digester. 
The embodiment shown in Figures 3 and 4 

di?ers from the one above described substan 
tially in that the opening .9 has been replaced 30 
by a number of openings I I provided in the cyl 
inder 6. The size of the said openings II is 
controlled by a cylindrical portion I2 disposed 
around the cylinder and by means of which 
the spindles I3 may be pushed over the open- ‘35 
ings I I. 
In the apparatus shown in Figures 5 and 6 the 

steam is conducted through the pipe 2 to an 
annular collecting chamber 3, located around 
the upper portion of the apparatus. Steam 40 
pipes I4 lead from the collecting chamber to 
the nozzles 4, through which the steam flows 
out into the cylinder 5, the material ?owing 
down through the cylinder 6 being entrained. 
The opening 9 is controlled in the same manner 45 
as in the apparatus shown in Figures 1 and 2, 
viz. by sliding the cylinder 6 in vertical direction 
by means of the spindles 8. Reference numeral 
I0 indicates the same disk as in the preceding 
embodiments of the apparatus. 50 
In Figure 7 numeral I5 indicates the digester 

in the neck of which the apparatus is disposed. 
The charge material is supplied to the digester 
I5 through the funnel I6 and the cylinder 6 and 
the steam‘is supplied through the conduit 2 down 55 

15 



15 

20 

to the annular collecting chamber 3, from which 
nozzles open slantingly downwards into a cylin 
der 5 in the same manner as shown in Figures 
1, 3 and 5. To control the opening 9 between 
the cylinders 6 and ‘I a damper l1 in-the shape 
of an annular strip is; disposed about the lower 
portionof the cylinderi?. Theeendsg'oflthesstrip 
are united by means of screws‘! 8 for tightening 
the strip about the cylinder 6 in the various 
adjusting positions of the strip. 
The openings 9 and H must not. necessarily 

‘ be adapted to be controlled};ilThey:may*also.::be 
of a certain ?xed size adapted‘ to" the pressure, 
which is intended to prevail in the digester dur 
ing the'charging operation. a'lihesaidmressure 
should be an overpressure_of..at‘most,250 mm. 
water column. : ' . ' 

The invention is not restricted to the charge 
ing of cellulose digesters but may be z‘use'd: also 
for other similar purposes. 7 
Having now" described" my: invention, “*what :I 

" claim “as :new “ and "desire'ito' secure "by " Letters 

Patent‘ is: 
1. ’ In ' a ‘rmeithodr'oi' "charging cellulose digesters 

‘with’ ?brous" material, for ' instance, " chip ‘- wood, 
in' whichv the speed‘ of the charging: material‘ ‘is 

' ‘acc'e'lerated'ionlyi‘by means'of steam, introducing 
excess steam, “assembled "in the digester' during 
‘the charging 'gperati0n,:'into the "downwardly 
‘?owing .' charging 'fmaterial before the "same ' 'is 
subjected to actuation'by the‘ speed accelerating 

V ‘steam; in suchv ‘direction;fthat?twhasino: entrain 
ing ’ effect 'upon ' the charging ~material ' and in 

such. a quantity that.the excess 'steamiprevents 
an- ‘accompanying the ‘ charging "material ‘ from 
getting‘ into ‘the “digester. V 

2."In a, method of charging‘cellulose rdigesters 
with ?brous 'materialffor' instance, ’chipi wood, 
wu'singsteam only as'spee'd accelerating 'means, 
'introducing‘th'e ,Vcharging material .into the idi 
,,gester' through an'inlet' in‘the upperportion of 
"the ‘digester an‘diintroducing excess steam, 'as 

' ,semble'd in the ‘digester ‘during 1 the charging 
. operation,‘into"‘theldownwardly‘?owing charging 
materialfb'efore ‘the. same is‘ subjected‘ to"actua 
"tion by‘the speed accelerating steamfthrouigh 
at least oneopening provided in‘ said‘inlet. 

'3.""In amethdd according tofclaim“'2, control 
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' the like, in which‘ there are provided in the upper 

‘ :l'di'gester, and nozzles disposed below the said 

ling the quantity of introduced excess steam in 
the inlet by means of regulating the dimension 
of the inlet opening. ' t ' 

4. An' arrangement in pellulose digesters and. 
Cl 

portion ofnthe digesteraz?llingpipe for intro 
ducing ‘the charging material, the'isaid pipebeing 
provided with at’ least one'possibly“controllable 
opening for introducing excess steam from the 

10 
openings and. serszing to introduce steam, which 

.istto“ have;an'ize_ntraining action upon the mate 
“rial. ' r ‘ '7 

5. ‘Arrangement according to claim 4, in which 
.;an.-1anm1iar.=‘steam:;pipe is disposed outside the 15 
L?lling pipe and connected with'the nozzles for 
“theintroduction of steam. ' 

“6. ‘Arrangement according to claim 4, in' which 
.1thési?11i11é,’ pipe comprises’ two cylindrical parts 
one. locatedabove the other, through which the 
"?brous"materiar?owsidown ‘into the digest ,{the 
' interspace‘ between‘ the cylindrical-parts f ending 
‘the opening for introducing ' excess» steam. 

*7. "An ‘ arrangement in *cellirlose 'dige‘sters, -‘ in 
‘which there-'areprovidedlin~‘the‘upper portion 25 
‘of the digesterv two \ cylindrical’ parts one‘located ' 
‘ above the‘ other,‘ ‘through’ which the ‘?brous mate-V 
~rial "?owsdowni into the *‘digester, ‘the interspace 
between thecylindrical parts‘fornnng an' opening 
for-introducing "excess steam~ from the‘ digester, {g0 
and ‘nozzles "disposed below said interspace and 
"serving- tosintroduce' steam‘ which is-to1'have- an 
* entraining action upon the‘ material. 

‘ii/Arrangement according to claim 7;‘inwhich . 
‘the lowerpart-Of the ?lling ‘pipe is'widenedbelow {3'5 7 
the"noz'zles; preferably by means era-cylindrical 
eportion'having a larger diameter than'th'e‘diam 
' eter ‘of the ‘portion-where the nozzlesare located. 

' > 9. Arrangement according to claim I '7 ,~" in which 
"the ' upper; part of‘ the ?lling pipe is‘ slidable-so 1340 
as to control the size of the opening between 

*‘thei‘two partsE through which the e‘xcess’steam is 
“supplied. ' 

‘110. ~Arrangement according reclaim 7-’ in “which 
the upper part'of l't-h'e- ?lling-pipe by 'mea-nsl'of I245 
"adjusting<devicesl'is-'>adaptedi'to be= raised~or low 
=ere‘d‘duringthecharging'bperation. 
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